
YOUR ADOPTION 
ORDER HEARING



Is the adoption order 
hearing the end of the 
adoption process? Yes. 
When the adoption order is made, 
you are legally adopted.

Who else comes with me? Your 
parent/parents, and anyone else in your 
family that you would like to come.

Do I have to attend the hearing? 
Yes. The hearing is about you so you need to 
be there.

If I have a disability, can 
you help with any of my 
additional needs, so I can 
go to the adoption order 
hearing? Yes. Please let us know 
what your needs are, and we will do 
what we can to help.

What is an adoption order 
hearing? It’s when an adoption order is 
made, and you become a legal member of 
your family.

SOME QUESTIONS BEFORE MY ADOPTION 
ORDER HEARING

What does the Adoption Authority 
of Ireland do? They are responsible for 
deciding on all adoptions in Ireland, and for 
making adoption orders.

What clothes should I wear? 
Whatever you like.

If I prefer using a different 
language to English; will 
you get a translator for 
me? Yes. Just let us know.

Where does the hearing 
happen? In the Adoption 
Authority’s offices, in Dublin but 
sometimes, it happens in a local 
hotel, or office, around the country. 

How long does it take? 
About 10 minutes.
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Do I need to do anything 
to get ready? No. 

Do I need to bring 
anything with me? No. 



They will ask 
you what you 
think about 
being adopted

What happens when we arrive?

You come in and sit in our 
waiting area with your family

A board member 
will come and 
say hello

FAMILY 
ROOM

BOARD 
MEMBER 

They will explain what will 
happen in the adoption order 
hearing

They will make sure 
they have the right 
information about you 
and your family

OARD 
MBER 

You can ask any questions

E=mc2

EH?

BOARD 
MEMBER 

They will 
bring you and 

your family to one 
of our family rooms

?

HEARING 
ROOM

They will 
bring you into 
the room where the 
hearing happens 

BOY GIRL
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Who will be in the room?

DURING THE HEARING

Everyone will come in and sit around a big table. You and your family on 
one side, and the people from the Adoption Authority on the other.

NOT YOUR DOG!The people at the 
adoption order 
hearing have a 
few different 
jobs. They are 
there to make the 
adoption order, 
to witness the 
adoption order 
being made, and 
to help with the 
adoption order 
hearing. 

The members of the Board have seen a report from 
the social worker who worked with your family. This 
report includes what you said about being adopted. 

CAN I ASK

just ask 
one of the 

people from 
the Adoption 

Authority
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QUESTIONS?



What happens during the adoption order hearing? 

The board members will talk to 
you and your parents, and ask 

some questions.

You and your parents will sign 
a document.
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The Adoption Order 
is made!

We will take some photos of you and 
your family, if you like. 

The Chairperson will ask 
if you are happy for the 
adoption order to be made.

NOT
 HAPPY HAPPY!!!

CHAIRPERSON 
CHAIRPERSON SECRETARYBOARD 

MEMBER

Your parents will stand up and 
swear to tell the truth during 
the hearing. 



STAFF

What if I have a question before my adoption order hearing? 

Get in touch with us at:

Email: domestic@aai.gov.ie 
OR 

phone: (01) 2309 306

THE END!
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